
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hunt ID: CO-Elk-J2G-R2H-EN5TBR 

Are you looking for a giant wall hanger of a bull elk and realize that many during their career of hunting 

never take home a bull elk over 300 inch, and count themselves as lucky because many never take home 

bull elk at all. 



As the aging process continues for a hunter he finds his heart is into the hunt but the legs and body are 

losing the muscle and agility it requires to leap tall buildings in a single bound anymore. At that point if 

he wants that bull on the wall where his mother- in- laws pictures currently hangs he needs to take 

some drastic measure. The pain for not getting a bull is to look at his Mother-in-laws pictures every time 

he walks into his game room or den.  Such a pain no hunter should ever have to endure. 

There is a place in Colorado where you can hunt the bull that the hunting world owes you. All of those 

cold mornings in the timber, those pitch black night that you walked back to camp in heavy snowfall 

with large flakes falling all around you. 

You have earned that bull and here is where you get him. The hunt is guided with meals and lodging. 

Don’t be surprised if you and your 1 on 1 with a great guide and are the only one hunting within the 

ranch’s wide boundaries. 

You won’t be climbing snowy mountains at 04:30 in the morning. If the weather changes to more than 

you want to endure, that is fine spend some more time in the lodge because you want to, not because 

you have to. 

Your guide designs the hunt around your needs ability and desires for your hunt of a lifetime. You will 

hunt one on one with a guide that knows these animals and the mountains they inhabit. We guarantee 

100% success and satisfaction; your guide will get you into position to shoot your trophy elk. We use 

four wheel drive vehicles and ATV's for transportation around the ranch. Most hunting trips are usually 

three days. 

The beauty in real elk country is the amazing Jaw Dropping Scenery that quickly builds memories. This 

may not seem like a big deal but most elk ranches are not in the high mountains. We have a true high 

mountain ranch located at 9200 feet, is near Crawford Colorado. You would be hard pressed to find a 

more beautiful Trophy Elk Ranch anywhere in the world. The mountainous terrain contains spruce and 

aspen covered slopes with open alpine parks. Located only a few miles from Black Canyon National Park 

and we are located within easy driving distance of three airports. We will pick up guests at any of these 

airports, or a rental vehicle can be arranged. 

Our greatest attribute to our hunting operation is our location. We are surrounded by 12,000 to 14,000 

foot mountains.  The San Juan range on our south and the Collegiate Range to the east and the West Elk 

mountains are north and west of the ranch. 

Your dream hunt comprises hunting in the Colorado high country; you have found your dream area. We 

are in the heart of aspen, spruce and alpine park country, big canyons and breathtaking high country 

beauty in all directions.  Our median elevation is 8700 feet and go up to 10,000 feet.  This ranch is the 

epitome of elk country and has a native herd that continually produces trophy animals year after year. 

 

---------------------------------------------------- 



Feet on the Ground COLORADO TROPHY ELK HUNTING  

If your dream to take a monster bull, we can help you fulfill that dream.  Our trophy elk hunts are on 

bulls ranging from 271 to nearly 600 points (all bulls are scored by Safari Club International criteria) 

these trophy hunts start at $5000 and go up from there.  You may find hunts that are cheaper than ours 

but when you look at the overall value we are hard to beat as you will see noted below.. 

(1) All of the hunts are designed around the hunter’s needs & wants and abilities. 

(2) We have a 100% success and satisfaction guarantee. 

(3) We have fantastic people, who will become your friends before you leave. 

(4) We have the most beautiful Elk Hunting Ranch around, at least in our opinion and the opinion of our 

past clients. 

(5) We have a native natural breeding herd that continually produces trophy animals year after year. 

(6) You can hunt with the weapon of your choice - Rifle, Muzzleloader, Bow, Cross Bow and even some 

larger Handguns. 

(7)You can hunt your dream, which is to hunt in the rut with your rifle and  bulgeling, calling in your bull 

elk which happens to be the harem bull. 

(8) You can hunt anytime starting in the middle of August running through the middle of November. This 

provides everything from the rut and mild weather to no rut and cooler temperatures. 

(9) You are given three day lodging with fantastic meals to match the lodging. 

Pricing Information 

Trophy Bull Elk 

The prices of the hunt depend on the size of the bull. All bulls are scored by the Safari Club International 

criteria awarding the Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, with the hunter present if he wishes to be. 

 

Bulls scoring up to...    300 points           Bronze level are $8,000 reduced down to $ 6,495         

Bulls scoring up to...    350 points           Silver level are $10,000 reduced down to $ 8,495         

Bulls scoring up to...    380 points           Gold level are $13,000 reduced down to $10,495       

Bulls scoring up to...    399 points           Platinum level are $14,000 reduced down to $12,495**                 

Bulls scoring...   400+ up                .          Platinum level are $ 20,000 reduced down to $17,495      



** We have a number of bulls that are at the 399 inch level which means 1 more inch and they would be 

$ 17,495. In this case just 1 less inch will save you $ 5000 and 1 inch on a bull of that size 1 inch isn’t 

even measureable by the naked eye. 

 

This package includes: 

One bull elk, three days and three nights, lodging, license, meals, guide fee, capping of your animal, and 

the infield processing. 

The package does not include: 

Tip, alcohol purchases, processing of meat, taxidermy, or other charges not included in the above 

mention items. Non- hunters are $ 150.00 per day, which includes room and board. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

